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FRANÇAIS ANGLAIS

L’immeuble [m]
Apartment block
Residential building

Un pavillon [m]

Une maison à un étage [m]

Une maison à deux étages

Une maison de ville

Une maison de campagne

Une ferme

Un château

Un moulin

Une écurie

Un studio

Un appartement 

Un HLM 

Louer [verbe]

La location
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JUNIOR CERTIFICATE
FRENCH VOCABULARY BUILDER

THÈME ~ LA MAISON 
LEÇON 1

LEÇON 1 | LA MAISON 

This worksheet is designed for you, the student, to use as you watch the Examcast lesson.
Fill in the English translation of the French vocabulary and you will have a perfect set of study notes!

Remember, you can always pause the video or replay a section if you need more time to take down the vocabulary.

This lesson was prepared by Patricia McGrath exclusively for
examcast.ie to students purchasing online courses at

www.examcast.ie

DISCLAIMER

Care has been taken to ensure that all information in Examcast lectures is correct and accurate. Examcast and its
teachers assume no responsibility for errors or misinterpretation of the information contained in these lessons or its use.
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FRANÇAIS ANGLAIS

La co-location

Un colocataire [m]

Une colocataire [f]

Un quartier 

Un voisinage 

Un voisin [m]

Une voisine [f]

Les SDF

Les Sans Domicile Fixe
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This lesson was prepared by Patricia McGrath exclusively for
examcast.ie to students purchasing online courses at

www.examcast.ie

DISCLAIMER

Care has been taken to ensure that all information in Examcast lectures is correct and accurate. Examcast and its
teachers assume no responsibility for errors or misinterpretation of the information contained in these lessons or its use.



FRANÇAIS ANGLAIS

La chambre The bedroom
La cuisine

La salle de séjour

Le salon

La salle à manger

La salle de bain

La salle de bains

La toilette

Les WC

Le grenier

Le palier

La douche

Le bureau
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This worksheet is designed for you, the student, to use as you watch the Examcast lesson.
Fill in the English translation of the French vocabulary and you will have a perfect set of study notes!

Remember, you can always pause the video or replay a section if you need more time to take down the vocabulary.

This lesson was prepared by Patricia McGrath exclusively for
examcast.ie to students purchasing online courses at

www.examcast.ie

DISCLAIMER

Care has been taken to ensure that all information in Examcast lectures is correct and accurate. Examcast and its
teachers assume no responsibility for errors or misinterpretation of the information contained in these lessons or its use.
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FRANÇAIS ANGLAIS

L’escalier [m] The stairs
La cheminée

La clef

La fenêtre 

La porte 

La poubelle 

La sonnette 

Le balcon

Le placard

Le plafond

Le toit

Un étage
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This worksheet is designed for you, the student, to use as you watch the Examcast lesson.
Fill in the English translation of the French vocabulary and you will have a perfect set of study notes!

Remember, you can always pause the video or replay a section if you need more time to take down the vocabulary.

This lesson was prepared by Patricia McGrath exclusively for
examcast.ie to students purchasing online courses at

www.examcast.ie

DISCLAIMER

Care has been taken to ensure that all information in Examcast lectures is correct and accurate. Examcast and its
teachers assume no responsibility for errors or misinterpretation of the information contained in these lessons or its use.
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FRANÇAIS ANGLAIS

Les meubles [m] The furniture
La table

La chaise

Le tabouret

Le fauteuil

Le canapé

Le lit

Le réveil

L’armoire [f]

L’horloge [f]

Le tableau

Le tapis

La moquette

Les rideaux [m]

Le mur
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This worksheet is designed for you, the student, to use as you watch the Examcast lesson.
Fill in the English translation of the French vocabulary and you will have a perfect set of study notes!

Remember, you can always pause the video or replay a section if you need more time to take down the vocabulary.

This lesson was prepared by Patricia McGrath exclusively for
examcast.ie to students purchasing online courses at

www.examcast.ie

DISCLAIMER

Care has been taken to ensure that all information in Examcast lectures is correct and accurate. Examcast and its
teachers assume no responsibility for errors or misinterpretation of the information contained in these lessons or its use.
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FRANÇAIS ANGLAIS

Les couverts [m] The cutlery
La vaisselle

Une assiette

Un bol

Un plat

Une soucoupe

Une tasse

Un verre

Un verre à vin

Les couverts [m]

Un couteau

Une cuillère

Une fourchette

Une nappe

Mettre [verbe] la table
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This worksheet is designed for you, the student, to use as you watch the Examcast lesson.
Fill in the English translation of the French vocabulary and you will have a perfect set of study notes!

Remember, you can always pause the video or replay a section if you need more time to take down the vocabulary.

This lesson was prepared by Patricia McGrath exclusively for
examcast.ie to students purchasing online courses at

www.examcast.ie

DISCLAIMER

Care has been taken to ensure that all information in Examcast lectures is correct and accurate. Examcast and its
teachers assume no responsibility for errors or misinterpretation of the information contained in these lessons or its use.



FRANÇAIS ANGLAIS

L’évier [m]

Le robinet

Le frigo

La lave-vaisselle

La machine à laver

L’aspirateur [m]

Passer [verbe] l’aspirateur [m]
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This lesson was prepared by Patricia McGrath exclusively for
examcast.ie to students purchasing online courses at

www.examcast.ie

DISCLAIMER

Care has been taken to ensure that all information in Examcast lectures is correct and accurate. Examcast and its
teachers assume no responsibility for errors or misinterpretation of the information contained in these lessons or its use.
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FRANÇAIS ANGLAIS

Le ménage 
Les tâches ménagères [f]
Les corvées ménagères [f]

The cutlery

Mettre [verbe] la tab

Débarrasser [verbe] la table

Faire [verbe] la cuisine

Préparer [verbe] les repas

Nettoyer [verbe]

Ranger [verbe]
Ranger [verbe] sa chambre

Passer [verbe] l’aspirateur [m]

Promener [verbe] le chien

Sortir [verbe] les poubelles [f]

Tondre [verbe] la pelouse
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This worksheet is designed for you, the student, to use as you watch the Examcast lesson.
Fill in the English translation of the French vocabulary and you will have a perfect set of study notes!

Remember, you can always pause the video or replay a section if you need more time to take down the vocabulary.

This lesson was prepared by Patricia McGrath exclusively for
examcast.ie to students purchasing online courses at

www.examcast.ie

DISCLAIMER

Care has been taken to ensure that all information in Examcast lectures is correct and accurate. Examcast and its
teachers assume no responsibility for errors or misinterpretation of the information contained in these lessons or its use.



FRANÇAIS ANGLAIS

Le jardin The garden
Un jardinier [m]

Une jardinière [f]

Faire [verbe] du jardinage

Avoir [verbe] la main verte

Une fleur

Une plante

L’herbe [f]

Les mauvaises herbes [f]
Arracher les mauvaises herbes [f]

La pelouse

Tondre [verbe] la pelouse

Un parterre

Un arbre

Un arbuste

Une serre

Les outils [m] de jardin

Un abri de jardin
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This worksheet is designed for you, the student, to use as you watch the Examcast lesson.
Fill in the English translation of the French vocabulary and you will have a perfect set of study notes!

Remember, you can always pause the video or replay a section if you need more time to take down the vocabulary.

This lesson was prepared by Patricia McGrath exclusively for
examcast.ie to students purchasing online courses at

www.examcast.ie

DISCLAIMER

Care has been taken to ensure that all information in Examcast lectures is correct and accurate. Examcast and its
teachers assume no responsibility for errors or misinterpretation of the information contained in these lessons or its use.


